(3) EFFECT OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ON WAR. What have we learned from the study of past wars? That with the progress of science, war has advanced stage by stage from a series of tooth-andnail combats between selected champions lasting a few minutes, to a campaign which directly involves millions, and to battles prolonged into months. We have also learned that with the advance of science the more wholesale is the destruction in war and the more harrowing is the strain on the human factor. The defeat of an army is the collapse of its human factor under the strain of war.
(4) THE HUMAN FACTOR IN WAR. What can we learn by looking into the future ? Very little. The progress -of science is so rapid that even now it would be extremely difficult to say what weapons would be employed were a war to break out within a month. It would be as absurd to prophesy what weapons would be used in a war waged twenty years hence as to attempt to predict who would be the Prime Minister when war was declared.
By a logical application of the lessons learned from past wars, we arrive at a practical conclusion: that there is one never-varying factor on which all training must be based, and that is the human factor. Both weapons and methods may change, but the soldier always will be required to apply to his use and contend against those future weapons and methods whatever they may be. War will only end when the human factor can no longer bear the strain.
(5) PREPARATION OF THE HUMAN FACTOR. The art of war, now more than ever, demands great intelligence and character in the soldier to apply the inventions of science, and great physical efficiency and character to withstand them. The demand will be increased and not decreased in the future.
An army now is the manhood of the nation launched straight into battle with very little technical preparation. The character and physical efficiency of the army will depend on national education and training, the discussion of which does not come within the scope of this paper.
The form of training which deals most directly with the human factor is physical training. What time is there available in which to prepare soldiers for the field? In the last war it was about fourteen weeks. This greatly limits the scope of physical training and confines it to two main functions: (a) that of hardening and preparing a recruit for battle and (b) that of assisting in the maintenance of the fighting efficiency of an army in the field.
(6) GRADING THE HUMAN FACTOR. Physical training could be of the greatest value not only in building up a recruit to a requisite standard of physical efficiency, but in grading him as to the type of fighting for which he would be best suited and then preparing for the mode of fighting which he will carry out in the field.
Each arm requires a different type of man, in just the same manner as each position on a football field requires a different type of player. It would be absurd to jumble the players in a haphazard fashion. A good back may make a poor forward and a useful forward a useless back. In the same way a good infantryman, full of dash and devil, may be hopelessly wasted as an artilleryman, and a cool, self-possessed gunner be a poor bayonet fighter. If the best recruits are selected for the " back" line of an army and the infantry gets the poorest type of recruits, it will be only a matter of time before the best of these are killed off and the army loses its " scoring" power, in the same way as a football team would lose it by deciding to sacrifice its forwards for a good back line. The push and penetration of an army depend on its infantry.
(7) VALUE OF GRADING. The efficiency of an army would be greatly increased if recruits could be graded and selected on the lines of a football or cricket team. By means of physical training, recruits could be graded, not only as to their physical efficiency, their strength and activity, but also as to their temperament, nerve and endurance. They could be graded as to their personality and intelligence by means of games and mental tests.
It would be of the greatest assistance to, say, an infantry commander if he knew, on the arrival of a reinforcing draft, that each man would be labelled as to his physical efficiency and temperament. He would know at once which men were suited for the trench mortar section, which for the machine and Lewis gun, and which best suited to use rifle, bomb and bayonet. By this practical help he would be saved much time and disappointment and the hiatus between training area and battlefield would be considerably lessened. Physical training in the army must be purposeful as well as constructional.
It must dovetail into, and be supplementary to, other forms of military training. During physical training a recruit should perform exercises which will make him better able to apply his technical weapons, and at the same time imbue him with the spirit essential to the successful application of those weapons. To illustrate what I mean, let us study the methods of a boxer training for a contest. His forms of physical training are purposeful and do more than make him merely physically fit. He does "road-work" to develop the endurance essential to a stubborn contest. He practises short sprints to quicken his mind and increase his speed of thought as well as his quickness of hitting. To introduce the spirit of the ring into his training he fights the sack. He throws and dodges the medicine bag" to improve his direction and defence. In shadow fighting he stirs up and works upon his imagination and develops his initiative. Every form of training he carries out is to a purpose,.
which is physically and psychologically sound. So it must be with physical training.
As the boxer associates the "ring " with all forms of training which he practises, so must the battlefield be associated with the exercises performed during physical training. For instance, exercises which require dash and daring should be associated with the bayonet; those which teach a man steadiness and control, with the firing of rifle, Lewis gun or machine gun, exercises which require direction and development of the throwing muscles with bombing, digging, carrying ammunition and wheeling guns with all heaving and leg exercises. Quickening exercises and games stimulate the brain and improve alertness and quick resource in emergencies. Self-effort is fostered by response to signals; how to listen to and assimilate instruction, by giving all explanations and words of command in a quiet and natural voice. Physical training is complementary to the steady drill on the square. It supplies the means of reaction after a period of sustained suppression. What is the result of this ? There is a link and a mutual understanding between physical training and other forms of training. Mutual support and the team spirit are essential during training as they are during a battle. It is during training that this team spirit is inculcated and the men are taught that one weapon it dependent upon another.
Each squad, when it first parades for physical training, should be tested and then graded according to its natural average physical, temperamental and mental characteristics, and exercises should be selected which are most likely to raise the squad to the required standard of efficiency.
The tables of exercises must be arranged to suit the temperament and physique of the classes being trained. For squads in which most of the recruits are slow-witted and ponderous, the exercises should be of a stimulating nature. In the squads composed mostly of sharp witted and highly strung city men they should be of a restraining type and teach steadiness and self-control.
(9) CONTINUITY OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.
It is absolutely essential that physical training must be continuous and be kept up throughout the whole of a soldier's service. To ensure this the instruction of trained soldiers in physical training must not be confined to experts. Every commander and leader should understand the value of physical training and its practical application.
During peace training, soldiers should be classified annually as to their physical efficiency, as they are in musketry. For trained soldiers physical training should include such pastimes as boxing, wrestling, swimming, obstacle training, gymnastics and some practical team game such as basket ball. All of these have a direct military value but require careful instruction when taught to beginners. Equally important and valuable work can be done by means of physical training in salvaging convalescents. The morale of a man from hospital is generally sub-normal. While a patient in hospital he is treated with every care, everything is done for him, his life is effortless so far as he is concerned. He is soft, morally and mentally, as well as physically. He requires special care before he returns to his unit. His will, as well as his body, must be strengthened. His training should be attractive and gradual. His physical training should commence with games and quickening exercises, which create an interest and stimulate self-effort. From these the training should progress towards exercises of self-control and sustained effort and the more strenuous British games and sports.
Although physical training is a sympathetic link between the hospital and the battlefield, yet it must be in no way associated with the hospital and looked upon as a remedial form of training, or the spirit of the training would be killed. It would be as demoralizing to associate the gymnasium with the hospital, as it would be to associate the hospital with the cemetery. Physical training in the army is a creative training which deals with a man who is passed as organically sound. It is on this hypothesis that it is based and carried out. In peace, the physical training of a recruit coincides with other forms of training in the depot and lasts about sixteen weeks; the course will consist of eight tables or series of exercises. The tables are progressively arranged, the progress being more gradual in the early tables than the later ones.
In order to arrive at concrete results and see monthly the effects of the training, practical physical training tests are being carried out with recruits in all commands. The charts I have brought show the results of the tests which were carried out during October and November, during which time over 11,000 recruits were tested.
In the event of war, the same tables would be employed, the only difference being that no exercises which require apparatus would be used. War training will be peace training shorn of its adornments; this will enable the recruit's course of training to be completed in about twelve weeks instead of sixteen, and to be carried out in any training centre. During the first few weeks of mobilization, the training camps are deluged with enthusiasts, eager for battle, and so unused to restraint or military discipline that it is practically impossible to carry out any form of technical training. Instructors are scarce, weapons and uniform are not available, the small and harassed staff experiences a most difficult and trying time. It is during this period that physical training can be most helpful, as it is a sympathetic form of training understood alike by civilians and soldiers. No arms, apparatus or uniform are needed. It can be made the means of organizing a mass into military formation, accustoming it to restraint and discipline and inculcating soldierly thought and ideas. It is a most useful leading rein from civilian life into the army.
(13) IMPERATIVE NEED OF LARGER PHYSICAL TRAINING STAFF.
On mobilization, the physical training staff will be increased to cope with the influx of recruits: it is for, this purpose that physical training staff reserve is required.
The situation will be considerably helped by having a physical training staff instructor attached to the permanent staff of each Territorial Force unit, and a non-commissioned officer trained as an assistant instructor during peace for each company, or its equivalent, in the Territorial Force.
The establishment.of the physical training staff at the end of the last war was 2,200, or more than twenty times the strength required for the training of the army during peace. The training of assistant and staff instructors is centred at the Army School of Physical Training at Aldershot.
The assistant instructors are selected from the N.C.O.'s who reach a high standard of physical efficiency during their recruit's course of physical training and who have continued to show aptitude for the work. These selected N.C.O.'s undergo a short preliminary course in their commands before assembling at the Army School of Physical Training.
The preliminary courses, besides preparing the N.C.O.'s for the longer and more strenuous course at Aldershot, also act as a sieve by means of which those not likely to make efficient instructors are eliminated. The N.C.O.'s who qualify at Aldershot return to their units and are employed under staff instructors training recruits. During this probationary period they are closely supervised and helped by the staff instructors. When proficient as trainers, the second portion of their certificate is endorsed. They then become fully qualified assistant instructors and gain the distinction of wearing the " crossed swords" on the right arm.
Those assistant instructors, who show special keenness for the work and prove that they have character and the knack of being able to impart instruction, are selected to go through an advanced course of physical training. At this course, in addition to physical training, subjects of a recreational nature are included in the syllabus, so that when the N.C.O. returns to his unit he is able to assist in the organization of games and sports and is capable of training the regimental officers and N.C.O.'s to become instructors in the trained soldiers' physical training exercises.
As the chief duty is to train and teach teachers, the physical training staff is selected only from those who have passed through and attained a high degree of proficiency in the advanced course. The greatest care is taken in the selection of the staff, only those of the highest integrity, as well as of the hiighest proficiency, being considered.
To train and supply a sufficient number of physical training instructors for units during war, there should be a school in each command to train assistant instructors, wvhile the Army School of Physical Training should be used solely for training staff instructors for all the Forces of the Empire. Physical training staff instructors during war would be recruited from the teachers of physical training trained by the Board of Education and from athletes of prestige and personality. The majority of the excellent physical training staff instructors during the last war were obtained from this source. For this reason alone the army physical training staff should work in sympathy with, and keep in the closest touch with, the Board of Education and the different amateur s5)orts and games associations. One means of realizing these aims would consist in having a universal system of physical training throughout the Empire. The Army is about to adopt the Board of Education terminology in physical training, and it is hoped that the Dominions will do likewise. The advantages of having one system of physical training throughout the Empire are many and far-reaching, both from an Imperial and from a training point of view.
The physical training staffs of the Royal Navy and Army work together in the closest co-operation. Officers from one Service undergo courses held by the other Service. An interchange of lecturers is arranged and technical points are brought up and discussed at joint conference. This unity and interchange of ideas in a common cause has been of great assistance to the army, and has done much to stimulate progress in physical training; and it is a policy which should be extended to include the whiole Empire.
DISCUSSION.
Surgeon Captain A. GASKELL, R.N., asked three questiolls: The first and most imiiportant was: How could the curse of charlatanism be removed from everything connected with physical training? The science was one on which every Tom, Dick or Harry felt competent to speak and it was common knowledge that many people took it up simply because it proved easy and lucrative. Just as horse-racing was said to pollute the honour of every one who touched it, so physical training seemed in danger of corrupting many otherwise honest men. Logically the foundation of physical training was physiology and to physiologists they should turn for instructions, but medical men should be continually supervising, lest any irregularity crept in. The athletic medical man was the right person to direct physical training, but even he must be watched lest he take up this deplorable charlatan clap-trap. He (Surgeon Captain Gaskell) referred to an article which appeared in the Blue Book. "The Health of the Navy for 1905." The second question was: Had any method been devised for estimating the amount of "guts " in a recruit? Physical measurements were all very well but the Great War had shown us that fine physique was not necessarily a token that a man would "stick out" all sorts of privations and dangers. The third question was: Had any new tests been devised for recruits on the lines of those introduced by the Air Force? These tests had been introduced to discover the men whose nervous equilibrium mlight be so unstable as to lead to accidents. Thus these mlen could be invalided before the accidents instead of afterwards. Training) pointed out what a unique situation this was for medical officers of the War Section of this Society to be addressed on a subject, which was, after all, a branch of preventive medicine, by a Colonel with no medical training. They were indeed fortunate to have had this opportunity, and of hearing in particular of the good work carried on at the headquarters of physical training in the Army. Colonel Campbell had dealt with his subject almost too briefly, but yet, what he had told them was full of lessons for them all. Colonel Campbell had explained the continuity of the training which was conducted in the Army-a state of affairs for which those in the physical training branch of the Navy envied. Continuity in teaching and of work at training establishments was the essential factor for obtaining satisfactory results, and with the practice of changing round appointments every two years or so, as carried out in the physical training branch of the Navy, this continuity was handicapped very seriously. He (Dr. Digby Bell) drew special attention to another remark made by the lecturer: that physical training was a sympathetic link between the Services. The truth of this had been fully realized at the Royal Naval School of Physical Training.
Physical training went far further-it was a sympathetic link between the Mother Country and the Colonies (who met on a common ground in all sports and recreations) it was a very real sympathetic link between all physical trainers and the medical profession (who met each other on the common ground of public health and eugenics).
Indeed-as had been so often pointed out-if the whole subject of physical training could only be governed and protected by a properly appointed Central Board of Control, like the medical profession had to-day, it would be of vast benefit to the health and morale of the whole nation. When degrees for the practice of physical training were granted by Universities on the same lines as medical degrees, then no doubt the taint of charlatanismn, to which Surgeon Captain Gaskell had just drawn attention, could no longer be associated with this noble profession.
Lieutenant-Colonel BOYLAN SMITH stated that he had had difficulty in getting physical training instructors to take interest in the physical training of Imen in a convalescent depot in France who were suffering from slight disabilities, but who were well able to undergo a graduated course of exercises, though unfit for the strenuous full course. He believed that the need for training such men would always arise in any war in which convalescent depots operated as they did in the late war. These men were not disabled enough for orthopedic hospitals and they were too fit to remlain in general hospitals. Although they were expected to pass out of convalescent depots; to their reinforcenment camps as fit fighting men, the physical training instructors in many cases were uninterested in their physical development. The minds of the physical training instructors should be disabused of the notion that these were " medical cases." Lastly, how did Colonel Campbell account for the rise in} fliciency immediately succeeding the drop shown on all the wall charts exhibited?
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. HENDERSON said that he would touch upon two points in the discussion: First, he cordially welcomed Colonel Campbell's announceinent that the Board of Education was about to introduce a universal system of physical training for boys throughout the United Kingdom, that the systern of training in the Army would be identical with that of the Board of Education, and that there was a hope that this system might soon become universal throughout the Empire. It was obvious that such a training would greatly increase the physical capacity of the nation, and the benefit to the Empire would be inestimable. This training should be particularly valuable in assisting recruiting officers to obtain suitable recruits for the Armiy.
Most of them knew how difficult it was at the present time to get suitable recruits. Large numbers were now rejected because they were not up to the standards considered necessary for the Army; others, in considerable numbers, who were passed fit ha(l subsequently to be discharged because, under training, they failed to acquire the physical capacity necessary for the Armny. This was not only bad for the Army but bad for the taxpayer. After a considerable experience he could not help thinking that the present standards adopted for recruits were not altogether satisfactory and his suggestion was that if on leaving school the physical and mental capacity of every boy were to be recorded on an index card in a way similar to that in which the condition of his organs, teeth, &c., were recorded on his health index cards, it would be of the greatest assistance to recruiting officers and medical exarniners of recruits in selecting men for the Army. Convenient formnulte for recording the physical and mental capacity could easily be devised and he (Colonel Henderson) hoped Colonel Campbell would use his influence in order to have a satisfactory system universally introduced.
His second point had reference to the peculiar dull white coniplexion which was such a common characteristic of highly trained instructors of the physical training staff. Had any physiologist ever satisfactorily explained the cause of this peculiar pallor ? Colonel Campbell thought it was due to the indoor nature of their employment, but this explanation hardly satisfied him (Colonel Henderson). Their pallor was quite different from the anemic complexion associated with certain factory workers and others who spent long hours indoors in unhealthy atmospheres. Highly trained long-distance rLnners and boxers who might do most of their tmaining out of doors also developed the samie peculiar pallor and he (Colonel Henderson) suggested that it was possibly associated with some alteration in the heart and blood-vessels bhut he did not suggest that the condition was necessarily an injurious one.
Air-Com11modore D. MUNRO, C.I.E., referred to Colonel Cam:lpbell's plea that physical training should be largely in the hands of physiologists; he stated that in the Royal Air Force they had successfully applied to the control and assessment of results of physical training certain physiological tests which had been initially designed for the determination of physical fitness for flying duties in officers; that these tests had been applied both before and after a course of physical training and that, at the latter stage, they accurately recorded the resulting degree of improvement in physique. He felt that on the grounds of co-operation towards a standardized system of physical training throughout the Empire, as proposed by the author of the paper and subsequent speakers, there was ample indication that these Royal Air Force tests could be introduced into the scheme with considerable benefit as a scientific method of recording the results of training and the standard of physical fitness of individuals at any given moment.
Colonel C. H. MELVILLE asked if it might not be possible to increase the number of hours given to physical training to two per day during the first month of training of recruits. Physical training was much liked by the recruits and the more they had of it and the less of barrack-square drill, the more gradual and pleasant was the change from civil to inilitary life. He asked whether the supply of gymnasium kit could not be made a regular issue. It would be of great assistance in ensuring cleanly habits. It was impossible for a man to work well in serge clothing.
Major N. V. LOTHIAN, M.C., bore testimony to the very great value of the existing method of physical training, as outlined so clearly by Colonel Campbell, and stated that as a medical officer, and one who had had the good fortune to pass through the Instructor's Course at the Central Gymnasium, he fully supported Colonel Campbell's claims, not merely as to -the physical results of the existing system, but also as to the associated effects on the psyche. He would raise a question however on one point to which Colonel Campbell had referred, namely, the need for continuity in training. It seemed that some better organization was required to ensure continuity of physical training among trained soldiers. The subject was sufficiently safeguarded while the soldier was a recruit, and afterwards to some extent also while he was in his depot; but once he was posted to his unit, it was very questionable if he got sufficient physical training to maintain those qualities of speed and agility, quick response and endurance which, as a six months' recruit, he undoubtedly acquired. Many regiinental personnel-and a large proportion of non-reginiental personnel in administrative corps -never did any more physical training after leaving their depot. The physical condition of such men, more especially the clerks, cooks, and storemen, could hardly be perfectly fit on mobilization; yet all had to march together. The retreat from Mons -very marvellous effort as it was, averaging some 16 miles per day-showed how, despite the best will in the world, and even allowing for the inevitable dilution with reservists, a proportion of casualties occurred through men falling out physically exhausted and unable to struggle further. It would appear that the condition of troops, who might at any time have to take the field, might well be improved as a whole if physical training were continued throughout a man's service. The question of reservists was, of course, a larger issue.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. SYLVESTER BRADLEY said that, speaking as a medical officer, interested more particularly in the physique and training of the recruit, there were one or two questions on which he would be glad if Colonel Campbell would give him the benefit of his experience. His first question dealt with physical standards. He stated that the physical standards for the recruit on enlistment were fixed presumably with the view to providing, among other things, the most suitable material from which to build the trained soldier; but had they any facts that would justify the assumption that physical capacity (in other words the capacity of the individual to perform a definite amount of work) could be correlated to physique ? Had Colonel Campbell any information as to the physical capacity of the average untrained recruit to run a hundred yards, or to high jump for instance'? To what extent was this capacity imnproved by physical training, and could this capacity be shown to be related to physique ?
Another question he would ask Colonel Campbell referred to the psychological aspect of physical training. The number of recruits who were discharged from the Army for defective intelligence whilst at their training was so large that some effort was needed to eliminate these ineffectives either on enlistmnient or before any large anmount of money had been expended on their training. The ideal arrangem-lent would be for all recruits to be mentally tested by soine approved method before enlistment, but the obstacles to such a course were very great, not one of the least being the lack of trained personnel to carry out these tests; and it had occurred to him that the solution of the question could be found, if the estimation of a recruit's mental capacity were carried out on his arrival at the depot by the physical training staff, in conjunction with the educational and medical branches, some modification of the Binet-Sirnon method being used. A short time ago, some initial experimnents on these lines had been carried out under his direction, and the results were mlost enicouraging, and would appear to justify further investigation.
His last question referred to the remedial side of physical training. His experience had been that Army physical training instructors were rather inclined to look upon physical training solely as a means of developing the "fit " to the exclusion of the unfit: but he would point out that no man was perfect, either morally, mentally or physically. Fitness was only a matter of degree, and remedial exercises for such mninor defects as slight flat-feet, scoliosis. deficient chest excursion, &c., were worthy of nmore care and attention than they were receiving at the present time.
Colonel Bi. C. CAMPBELL (in reply):-(I) To Suryeon Ca)ta in Gaskell, R.N.
(1) Charlatanism, without a doubt, often is associated with physical training, but it is generally in connexion with its medical or curative side. Professional strong men and others advertise extravagant claim-is as to the number of diseases they can cure, and working upon the minds of the hypochondriacal, carry on a lucrative business. On the other hand they miiay do some amount of good if only they can stimulate their flabbyninded patients to carry out any formn of exercise which requires self-effort and perseverance. The physical training carried out in the Services is based on the Swedish system-a system which has been in vogue for over a hundred years, and has been proved scientifically to be sound and wvithout the slightest inherent tailnt of charlatanismll. If the principles of this system of physical training are observed there is small danger of any harmful irregularity creeping in. There is a medical officer " hygiene specialist" on the staff of the Army School of Physical Training. His knowledge is most helpful in testing scientifically what had often to be tested empirically with much labour and loss of time.
(2) Those in charge of physical training should have a sound knowledge of physiology, they should be athletic and have a practical knowledge of the work, but, more imtiportant still, they should possess a full appreciation of the psychological aspects of physical training. The chief value of any training is psychological, and in no training does this apply more forcibly than in physical training. The goal is the mind, which m-ust be reached by means of the body. Every physical expression has a psychic equivalent, the imind is the creative and dynam-lic force which inspires and compels all the movements of the body. The character and mentality of the recruit is shown in the manner in which he performs his exercises. Physical training is subjective, not objective, as in drill, during which m--ovements are often performed subconsciously. An instructor may be a renowned athlete and have a thorough knowledge of physiology, but unless he has force of character and personality behind his prestige and knowledge he will never reach the goal to which he is striving-the mind and soul of the recruit. An instructor without character will, in a very short tiiie, be appraised by a class of recruits. He will be found to be a shamn. To mny miind, he is the real charlatan in physical training.
(3) Tests are carried out with recruits in the Army; they include tests of endurance, speed, strength, agility, dash and control. I trust these will be found to have a practical value, and be suitable and helpful to the Army as the tests of nervous equilibrium are to the Air Force.
(II) To Lientenant-Colonel Boylan Smith.
(1) Physical training instructors should certainly take an interest in and be able to train all types of men at convalescent depots. All convalescents should be graded according to their physical fitness, whether they are normal or subnormal. Those who are normal and suffering from ininor disabilities should be classed together and given suitable graduated exercises and games. With the subnormal the training should progress towards the normal as the disabilities disappear. It is by muixing fit men with men who are not fit that the latter get neglected and become disheartened. The first day a recruit attends for physical training his natural abilities and peculiarities are studied in a series of tests and noted down in the instructor's squad book. These observations, together with those of the medical officer, diagnose fairly accurately the mental, temperamental, and physical condition of each recruit. This method of studying each recruit before commencing his physical training would also apply to the physical training of convalescents, who could be diagnosed and classified, and be given graded exercises according to their classification. I was fortunate enough to see the physical training energetically carried out at the convalescent depot in question, when it was under both Colonel Cowey and Colonel Boylan Smith.
(2) As yet it is difficult to account for the rise after the fall, shown on the charts. I think that the fall was due to recruits having been taken for musketry during their physical training course, and the rise was the result of the resumption after the hiatus.
(III) To Lieutenant-Colonel Henderson.
(1) The Armly has decided to come into line with the Board of Education, and to adopt its terminology, and as the Army caters for recruits and soldiers from the age of 18 upwards, it is hoped that by this means the recruit will find in physical training a sympathetic link between his youthful life and his training in the Army. If the scheme can be extended throughout the Empire a bond will be formed which will help to keep all the Dominions in sympathetic touch with the Mother Country and with one another.
(2) I agree with Colonel Henderson that it would be an excellent thing if at school boys and girls had to pass standards of physical efficiency as well as educational standards. A boy who achieves Standard VII in education, but is only Standard I physically, is a greater menace to the State than a boy who is Standard I in education but Standard VII physically. Such a scheme would have a far-reaching effect on the the national health and life generally, and be of the greatest national value, not to mention the assistance it would be to the Services in grading and classifying recruits.
(3) With regard to the peculiar dull-white complexion of staff instructors. I had put it down to the fact that practically all their work is carried out indoors. In France, where the work was carried out in the open air, the instructors were bronzed and sunburnt. Our war diarist in France, in August, 1918, writing of the outdoor training, said: " From the same cause (the sunshine) the instructors turned nearly black, and were hardly distinguishable from the brown-skinned coolies who at times were employed in constructional work about the camp and assault course." The ultimate effect is illustrated by the aspect of a healthy old gentleman of 79 years-Major J. C I -who may be seen daily taking long walks around Aldershot. He is ruddy of face and bright of eye. Back in the sixties he was the first Sergeant-Major of the Army Gynmnastic Staff. The clear eye and the general mien of the staff instructors, proves, whatever their pallor, that they are fit and in hard condition. I had never associated the white skin with any alteration in the blood-pressure.
(IV) To Comwmodore Mun.ro. In my paper I advocated the assistance and co-operation of the physiologist, but the point I wanted to make was that the chief factor in determining the purpose of the training was psychological. Each Service requires a different type of mnan, and a different type of training. A Rugby footballer forward requires different training from a boxer. Individual boxers themselves differ, and require different handling. Methods suitable for a hulking ponderous heavy-weight would not be suitable for a " live-wire " bantam-weight. The anatomiiy of Joe Beckett is the same as that of Jimmy Wilde; but the character and temperament of each are completely different. The successful trainer is the one who can understand the psychological aspect of his formll of training and apply it to the mind of the man he is training. It would be of the greatest interest to know how the Romans trained their recruits, most of whom, even when Rome was at the height of her power, must have come frolmi the slums of her cities. The campaigns which they succeeded in accom-lplishing called for the severest tests of endurance and physical hardihood. The knowledge of physiology in the times of the Romans was very elementary. To make up for this they must have been wonderful psychologists, if I may be permitted to use this term. I agree with Comnmodore Munro that it would be of the greatest assistance if there were a close co-operation between the Services, and if the tests carried out by each Service were passed round to the others, with a view to establishing a standardized system of training and tests for the forces of the Empire.
(V) To Colonel Melville.
(1) An hour a day for five days in the week is sufficient timiie for the phlysical training of a recruit now that he has an increased number of subjects to learn. A recruit's syllabus of training should be so co-ordinated that one form of training reacts on and assists another. For exanmple, I consider that physical training is the natural reaction to drill on the square and that one helps the other.
(2) Steady drill on the square is essential, to instil into the recruit the unhesitating obedience to orders, and the habit of working with his comrades, which are the basic qualities in a soldier. I agree that the first month on the square is extremely tiring and a great strain upon the nervous system of a recruit, but to what extent this training can be lessened it would be hard to say. I would not advocate more physical training.
(3) Shorts and vests are now worn by all recruits during physical training. At some depots, recruits bring towels to the gymnasium and have a rub down after work. In suitable weather I advocate that recruits should do their training stripped to the waist, and allow the sun and air to act upon their skin. This, together with the rub down after their work, would have a healthful and stimulating action upon their skin. Nothing can be more insanitary and contrary to all principles of hygiene than to allow soldiers to wear the same thick underclothing, often sweat-laden, day and night for a week without changing. It is a great blessing that recruits do change their clothes at least once a day, if only for an hour, during physical training. Perhaps in time some form of sleeping suit will be provided for the soldier. I believe we have to thank Colonel Melville for being one of the pioneers who obtained suitable kit for recruits in which to do their physical training.
(VI) To Major Lothian.
(1) I agree that it is essential to have continuity in physical training. The importailce of this is realized by many units which carry out physical training daily under regimental arrangements. I trust it will be only a matter of time for all soldiers to be classified annually according to their physical efficiency, as they are in musketry. Such a regulation would enisure that clerks, cooks and storemen, passed a standard of fitness at least once a year.
(2) The stifling weather and heavy packs, together with the trying nature of the whole situation, I consider were the reasons why so many fell out during the retreat from Mons. The reservists were soft, especially their feet, which could not bear the added weight of the pack. This was specially noticeable when marching along pave roads.
(3) I agree, again, that a fighting force should be kept fighting fit. There is a great danger of judging the efficiency of an army by its man power, instead of by its fighting power.
(VII) To Lieutenant-Colonel Sylvester-Bradley.
(1) Every recruit, when he first parades for physical training, is tested by means of natural activities as to his agility, strength, control, and intelligence, in order to gauge his natural abilities. His first field test is carried out after he has completed about twenty attendances and it is continued monthly until he completes his course of physical training. The tests are still in the experimental stage, but they include tests of speed, endurance, agility, dash, control and strength. The record of these tests was only commenced in October, 1922. Up to now 11,000 recruits have been tested and the results recorded in the form of graphs as shown to the meeting. By means of these tests we hope to follow the improvement, or any fluctuations, during the course of physical training. Tests are also a concrete means of letting a recruit observe the value of the training and the results of his efforts.
(2) I quite agree that all recruits should be tested mentally, but I suggest that the tests should be carried out by the Educational Corps which gets recruits daily while they are at the depot.
(3) All observations made by the medical officer are noted in the instructor's squad book. It is found that most of the minor defects automatically correct themselves without any special treatment. There are cases which require special treatment, but during my four years as Superintendent of Physical Training in the Southern Command, these were extremely few. As a rule, slight " flat " foot is caused by weak supporting ankle muscles. These become strengthened as the training advances. Scoliosis, when caused by one leg being shorter than the other, or by a defective pelvis, is difficult to correct by means of the ordinary exercises, but scoliosis, when merely the result of one-sided vocational occupation becomes automatically righted in a very short time.
Work in the open air, regular meals and exercise increase the size and movement of the chest by natural means. The unfit in a class should receive special care and such encouragement as will induce thern to attend voluntary work in the evenings (at which an instructor is always present) and' be shown special exercises which they can carry out "on their own." I foun.d this system better than grouping the defectives and giving them special exercises, the moral effect of which is not good and more than counterbalances the physical benefit derived from the exercises. All recruits should pass the "standard" test by the time they complete their physical training. The names of those who fail to do this are submitted to the superintendent of physical training of the command. This, I hope, will ensure that no weak and unfit recruit is allowed to slip through the "mesh" of physical training. In connexion with the treatment of recruits who are suffering from slight defects we get the willing support and able assistance of medical officers at depots.
